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USING BUS LEVEL IRIG TIME CODE TRANSLATORS
TO TIME TAG DATA AND SYNCHRONIZE

MULTIPLE PROCESSING STATIONS

David C. Robinson
Bancomm

Division of Datum Inc
6541 Via del Oro

San Jose, California 95119

ABSTRACT

Computer based data acquisition and signal processing systems have evolved from
computers developed for more generic applications. As a result of less technical origins,
current computer systems have Real Time Clocks (RTC’s) that are relatively inaccurate
and which can not be automatically synchronized to external time standards. The
imbedded bus level time code processor modules described in this article in conjunction
with Universal Time Coordinate (UTC) standard time receivers and standard InterRange
Instrumentation Group time code signals provide a substitute source of time data, a source
that overcomes the limitations of conventional Real Time Clock devices.

To illustrate system synchronization with the use of bus level time code processors, a
hypothetical multi-location, multi-processor data acquisition system is described which
uses: 1> Global Positioning Satellite receivers to acquire UTC time, 2> InterRange
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) time code as the local time distribution technique, and 3>
bus level time code modules to extract time data from the IRIG time code. Each of these
three elements (receivers, time code signal, bus level module) has various selection
possibilities with an associated impact on system time accuracy. It is shown that, with
selection care, 1 microsecond absolute time accuracy for each processor can be obtained
and 1 millisecond accuracy is routinely available.

INTRODUCTION

Bancomm and our parent company, Datum Inc manufacture timing instrumentation; time
code readers, translators, generators, and displays; which are supplied as stand alone
instruments. Recently Bancomm Division has developed a line of bus level time code
processors for use in IBM PCXT/AT and VMEbus environments. These modules, because
they combine functions of both traditional, stand alone timing instrumentation and



computer bus level modules, have raised questions in the minds of two classes of potential
users:

1> The traditional instrumentation engineer with questions about how the hardware
implementation of these new boards influences software processing efficiency, and;

2> The computer science engineer with questions about how you acquire ‘standard’
time; distribute this time to computers in machine readable form; and what impact
code type and processing techniques have on system time accuracy.

This article is written to address these questions and to provide some system design
guidelines. It is shown that a system implemented with current off-the-shelf equipment can
provide 1 microsecond absolute time accuracy for time/data records created by one
processor relative to records created by another processor - even if the processors are not
at the same location.

REAL TIME CLOCKS

Computer based imbedded signal processing systems have evolved from more general
purpose computer systems. During this evolution, the Real Time Clock (RTC) devices
developed for the generic uses have found their way into the computer systems used for
data acquisition and signal processing. Unfortunately generic RTC’s are frequently
inadequate for the task at hand. Consider the following limitations:

1> Standard crystals or crystal oscillators are generally used. An accuracy of 0.01% is
typical.

2>  Drift rates are very sensitive to temperature variations -i.e. Temperature
Compensated Crystal Oscillators (TCXO’s) or Ovenized Oscillators are rare.

3> There is no provision to automatically set the RTC to standard time.

4> There is no provision to synchronize two or more computers.

Imbedded bus level modules provide time data within the processor that overcomes these
limitations. These modules continually decode an externally applied timing signal. This
signal is encoded with current Time Of Day (TOD) data as per formats established by the
InterRange Instrumentation Group (IRIG). If these signals, termed time code, are derived
from Primary Time Standard receivers, the system can be maintained ‘locked’ to the
primary time standard. When multiple systems are all locked to the same standard they
share identical time data (within accuracy limitations to be discussed later in this article)



and records created by one system can be time correlated with records created by another
system. Selection of the primary time standard receiver is one of the first considerations.

TIMING RECEIVERS

Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) time is our ‘standard time’. UTC is maintained by the
U.S. National Bureau of Standards (commercial applications) and the U. S. Naval
Observatory (military applications). A number of systems using land based radio and
satellite transmission have been developed to disseminate UTC, either as a primary system
objective or as a secondary function. Figure 1 lists a variety of time transmission systems
and their corresponding accuracies.

Figure 1. UTC Time Transmission Systems.

The Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) system offers the best time accuracy and, now that
the United States is back in the satellite launching business, GPS satellites will be added to
the constellation at a fairly rapid pace. Although we are still many years from full system
implementation, there is already nearly continuous single satellite coverage which is
adequate for time acquisition. Price and size of GPS systems is continually dropping and
will start to drop much faster as the ‘critical mass’ of GPS acceptability is reached. In
addition to time, GPS receivers also are an excellent source of stable frequency.

WWV and WWVB are radio transmissions from Fort Collins, Colorado. They are very
economical to implement but suffer from variable propagation delays and signal fading.
They are good choices in areas of strong reception and if the lower accuracy is acceptable.

Navigational (OMEGA and TRANSIT) and Observation satellites have time broadcast
capabilities. GOES, Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite, is widely used as a
time system. Unfortunately there is no commitment on the part of the Government to
maintain these satellites as a source of UTC time and their future, especially as GPS
becomes more fully operational, is in doubt.



Range Telemetry Receivers are used on large test ranges. These ranges have a central
timing facility which receives UTC time, corrects it for propagation delay (if necessary),
and broadcasts it throughout the range. Users then can obtain time with a telemetry
receiver equipped to distribute the broadcast time code.

In summary of the above, GPS is the system of choice for new systems except those where
the lower cost of the WWV/ WWVB systems is a key factor and for which its lower
accuracy can be accepted. For the remainder of this paper it will be assumed that UTC
time is being acquired with a GPS receiver. It is one thing to receive and display time; it is
another to distribute that time to one or more computers in a machine readable form. That
is where time code comes in.

TIME CODE

In the early 1950’s the expansion of Government test ranges and their increasing time
accuracy requirements made it necessary to develop machine readable means of
transmitting time and synchronization signals within ranges. From a multiplicity of time
code formats developed for this purpose, in the 1960’s the Inter-Range Instrumentation
Group (IRIG), established standards for one group of codes that is used for virtually all
range data collection today - the IRIG time code formats. Of perhaps 10 code types in this
family, only three, IRIG A, B, and G are recommended for use in the type of high speed
data/time acquisition systems described in this paper. Figure 2 illustrates a frame of these
IRIG A, B, or G time codes.

2(a). Encoded Data. An IRIG B, 1 second frame period time code format is shown. For
IRIG A, 0.1 second encoding is added where shown and for IRIG G, 0.01 second
encoding is added.



2(b). Symbols.
Figure 2. IRIG Time Code.

One very desirable feature of time code is its ability to be recorded on analog magnetic
tape recorders along with analog test data. To achieve this, the time code is amplitude
modulated. IRIG codes are modulated with 1000 cycles per frame (IRIG B = 1 kHz, IRIG
A = 10 kHz, IRIG G = 100 kHz). The modulated time code as it is originally output from a
time code generator is termed real time. During reproduction, the tape recorder can be
played back faster or slower than the original record speed; and in both the forward and
reverse direction. This gives rise to non-real time time codes -termed tape time. It is very
important, if tape time operation is required, that specifications of a prospective time code
translator be examined to insure that the device will handle the expected range of tape time
signals.

Time code resolution is not an intrinsic characteristic of the time code format but, rather, is
primarily determined by the construction details of the device that decodes the timing
signal, a reader, translator, or processor depending on complexity, performance, and cost.
For instance, a basic IRIG B time code reader will just ‘resolve’ the least significant digit
encoded -units of seconds for IRIG B. A more complex unit includes circuitry to count the
number of cycles after the ‘On Time’ mark and resolve down to ‘Carrier Cycle
Resolution’ - 1 millisecond in the case of IRIG B. Further time resolution can be achieved
with the use of a Phase Locked Oscillator (PLO) to increase the number of counts per
frame. An IRIG B translator employing a 1 kHz to 1 MHz PLO returns time digits down to
microseconds.

Resolutions for the three IRIG time codes under consideration are given in Figure 3. The
tabulation of Encoded Data and Carrier Cycle resolutions in Figure 3(a) is straight forward
but the values for zero crossing/PLO resolution warrant further discussion. PLO type
systems basically rely on detecting the zero crossing of the time code carrier. Figure 3(b) is
a non scale rendition of the zero crossing of both an IRIG B and IRIG A signal. In the
absence of noise, it would be theoretically possible to determine this crossing with near
perfect precision. There is noise, however, which results in a time error. This error can be
minimized by increasing the carrier frequency (ie. use IRIG A instead of IRIG B) or
reducing the noise. If 1 microsecond accuracy is required IRIG G would be the best
choice.



IRIG B IRIG A IRIG G

ENCODED DATA: 1 sec 0.1 sec 0.01 sec

CARRIER CYCLE: 1 msec 100Fsec 10 Fsec

ZERO CROSSING/PLO: 1 - 10 Fsec 0.2 - 2 Fsec 0.1 - 1 Fsec
(Approximate

3(a) Typical Time Code Resolutions.

3(b) Errors Detecting the Zero Crossing.

Figure 3. Time Code Resolution.

TIME CODE INSTRUMENTS

Figure 4(a) illustrates a separate, stand alone, time code translator interfaced to a computer
based data acquisition system. Time is transferred from the translator to the host processor
via some form of computer interface (RS232, IEEE488, 16 Bit Parallel, etc). The host
processor merges this time data with test data acquired with Analog-to-Digital (A/D)
boards and stores the resulting composite data/time records to disk. This process is
generally termed ‘time tagging’. For most such applications, one of the various parallel
interfaces, 16 bit parallel or broadside parallel, is used since RS232 and IEEE 488 both
have significant speed limitations.



4(a). Time Tagging Using Stand Alone Time Code Translators.

4(b). Time Tagging Using Bus Level Time Code Translators.

Figure 4. Computer Based Data Time Tagging.

BUS LEVEL TIME CODE TRANSLATORS

Bus level translators incorporate the functions of a stand alone translator in a board that
can be installed in the user’s computer data acquisition station and which can be directly
accessed by the computer bus.

As might be expected, and is shown in Figure 4(b), these bus level translators simplify and
improve the data acquisition processor hardware in a number of ways:

1> Eliminate a separate instrument, its rack space, and its system documentation.

2> Eliminate multiple wire computer interface cabling and replace it with a single
coaxial cable carrying the time code signal.

3> Eliminate a parallel input module.



Not so obvious are the higher speed data transfers possible with bus level translators and
their added versatility in interrupt driven processing algorithms.

The architecture of the bus level translator itself has an impact on a number of system and
software issues: resolution, tape time operation, access time (latency), and interrupt
implementations. Bancomm manufactures bus level timing modules based on a number of
different architectures. Two of these, IBM PC XT/AT and VMEbus Time Code

Translators, have sufficiently different architectures to illustrate some of these
implementation issues. Their internal architectures are diagrammed in Figure 5. The use of
existing PC AT/XT and VMEbus translator architectures as examples is not meant to
imply limitation of these buses. A minimal latency, PLO translator type architecture can be
supplied for use in the PC AT bus and the simpler, lower cost architecture could be
supplied in VMEbus translators. Additionally, any of the techniques discussed in this
article are applicable to any of the buses (IE. Multibus I & II, VXIbus, STDbus,
FutureBus, etc).

Figure 5(a) is an abbreviated block diagram of a type of time code translator that uses an
LSI Counter/Timer device to maintain minor time (sub seconds). The host CPU has no
direct access to the time data. As a result, upon receiving a time request, the board CPU
must retrieve major time from its registers, retrieve minor time from the counter, and load
this data into the bus interface FIFO. It takes approximately 300 microseconds to complete
this series of operations. This 300 microsecond access time delay (latency) must be taken
into account when planning system timing and devising the processing algorithms.

A minimal access latency architecture is diagrammed in Figure 5(b). This board maintains
major time in discrete registers and minor time in separate counters. All major and minor
time registers/counters are directly accessible by the host CPU and, hence, latency is
minimal. The host CPU simply READs the series of memory locations containing the
major and minor time output latches. The first READ latches the data (after an appropriate
holdoff to insure the counters are not in a state change). As fast as the host can READ six
memory locations, decoded time data is acquired.



5(a). PC03XT, PC AT/XT Compatible Time 5(b). PC03V, VMEbus Compatible Time
Code Reader Architecture with 300 Code Processor Architecture with
Microsecond Access Latency. Minimal Access Latency.

Figure 5. Bus Level Time Code Translator Architectures.

TIME ACQUISITION ALGORITHMS

Bus level time code translators can be utilized in one of two modes:

1> The host CPU initiates a time request.

2> The bus level time code translator interrupts the host in response to one or more of
the following (depending on module implementation):

a> external event
b> preprogramed TOD coincidence
c> ‘heartbeat’ interval.

Figure 6 illustrates four different processing algorithms for acquiring time data:

High Latency Low Latency

CPU Initiated Figure 6(a) Figure 6(b)
Time Request

Interrupt Figure 6(c) Figure 6(d)
Driven



Figure 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate CPU initiated time requests. Both algorithms are workable
but the relatively long period of latency in 6(a) ties up the processor at a time when other
time sensitive tasks may need attention. This delay can be alleviated to some extent with
the use of interrupts (Figure 6(c)).

In 6(c), the host processor is freed from having to poll for a ‘READY’ bit -it is free to
handle other tasks until the time available interrupt arrives. Time data can then be acquired
as fast as the processor can enter the interrupt routine, read the required number of time
bytes, and exit the interrupt routine. There is, however, a 300 microsecond delay from the
time the trigger event occurs to the interrupt.

In Figure 6(d) the interrupt occurs less than a microsecond after the event is detected - the
300 microsecond delay is avoided.

Most PC based acquisitions systems encountered to date are adequately served with
millisecond resolution and 1/3 millisecond latency. Unnecessary and costly time
distribution circuitry is avoided. On the other hand, a significant number of VME based
systems are being used in high speed applications where the 1 microsecond resolution and
minimal latency are welcome -albeit at higher cost.

PROCESSOR AND CLUSTER SYNCHRONIZATION

The systems diagrammed in Figure 4 have only one source of time code and one time code
translator. Since all test data records will be time tagged from the same source, problems
correlating composite test data/time records is minimized. In fact, single processor
applications can frequently be satisfied without using an external time code reference -the
host processor’s internal real time clock may be sufficiently accurate. The use of an
externally supplied time code in a single processor application is only dictated if it is
necessary to reference test data acquisition to standard, UTC, time.

As the number of test data channels expands or data is generated at widely separated
locations, it is necessary to expand from a single processor system to multiple data
acquisition stations, either collocated or located at separate sites. In these cases, without
some common time base linking the data acquisition stations, high resolution correlation of
data/time records acquired from one station with records acquired from another station is
impossible. The UTC receivers, IRIG time code signals, and bus level translators
described thus far, temporally link the data acquisition stations and provide record-record
correlation. As an example, Figure 7 assumes that there are three separate data acquisition
stations in each of three clusters, each acquiring data from the same test. Such a system is
representative of a missile test range where one cluster is located at the launch area, one at
mid range tracking, and one at the impact area.



6(a). CPU Initiated 6(b). CPU Initiated 6(c). Interrupt Initiated 6(d). Interrupt Initiated
Time Request with Time Request with Response Following Response with
300 Microsecond Minimal Latency. 300 Microsecond Delay. Minimal Delay.
Latency.

Figure 6. Computer Time Tagging Algorithms.

Each cluster is equipped with a GPS Receiver generating time code synchronized to better
than 1 microsecond of UTC time and which is distributed to each processor in the cluster.
Each processor is equipped with a bus level time code translator (designated by the
‘READ’ block) which decodes this common time code signal. As test data is digitized and
composed into a data record, a preamble or trailer is created which contains, along with
other overhead information, the time of acquisition as supplied from the bus level time
code translator.

System requirements dictate the time resolution and accuracy requirements. Using a
translator designed to decode to carrier cycle resolution and IRIG B time code; data/time
records can be time tagged to an absolute time within 1 millisecond. PLO type bus level
translators and IRIG A or G time codes will deliver 1 microsecond absolute accuracy.



Figure 7. Synchronization of Multiprocessors within Multiple
Data Collection Clusters.

CONCLUSION

Multiple computer based data acquisition and signal analysis stations can be implemented
to provide time/data records synchronized to UTC time to a high degree of precision using
currently available equipment. Such systems would use an IRIG time code signal
synchronized to UTC routed to each processor. Inside each processor, a bus level time
code translator decodes the time code signal and makes the time data available to the host
processor for inclusion in the time/data record.The software routines that handle this time
tagging process are aided by using a bus level translator that minimizes access latency. If
IRIG A or G time codes, with their relatively high frequency carriers, and imbedded bus
level translators with PLO type translator circuitry are employed; 1 microsecond accuracy
is obtainable. Systems using IRIG B time code and bus level translators that decode at
carrier cycle resolution easily provide 1 millisecond accuracy.


